
Belin EX1034064
Originally from Linares, Andalucia, Belin reached a world-
wide fame as hyper realism master, gaining the respect of 
both graffiti and contemporary art audience. 

In his portfolio a plenty of collaboration with famous fas-
hion brands such as Carhartt, Ed Hardy and Levi’s and a 
couple of cameos at LA INK, where he painted the back-
stage of Kat Von D’s TV show. 

www.belin.es

At Montana Colors we want to open 
the new year with an exclusive release:
5 new limited editions, as always presented 
in its individually designed wooden box 
stamped with the artists personal seal, 
and limited to only 500 units in total.

by Montana Colors. January 2013
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500 UNITS ARTIST STAMP WOODEN BOX



Mistery EX1034066

Mistery has been one of Australia’s most long-standing 
and influential writers. Starting out as a B-boy in the early 
1980’s he continues to represent the Hip Hop culture 
through Breakin, Graff & as an Emcee. Although known 
for his signature B-boy characters Mistery still maintains 
that graff is about letterforms, and accordingly continues 
to perfect his style. Painting in every corner of the glo-
be Mistery has definitely made his mark. A B-boy, Martial 
Artist, Christian Minister, Emcee & Writer, Mistery is an 
enigma.    
 

How & Nosm EX1034065
How and Nosm are identical twin brothers known for 
their large scale graffiti based murals that adorn city walls 
around the world. The red, black and white-based ima-
gery is instantly recognizable and commands attention 
through the impressive size and intricate detail. Initially 
their color palette was limited for practicality but has 
now become a distinct calling card and formal choice 
that has allowed them to push spray paint to a new level. 

www.howandnosm.com  
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Kofie EX1034063
Growing up in Los Angeles and very active in the West 
LA Graffiti scene since 1993, KOFIE, as he became to be 
known, is a skillful and well respected mixed media and 
street artist. Drawing on his early craft of Graffiti lettering 
he has developed an abstraction of his earlier works that 
goes beyond the traditional 3 dimensions of our known 
world into a crafted compositions that build upon them-
selves. He has the innate ability to combine appreciation 
of the past and his vision of a developed future both in 
his murals as well as his studio, being an original contri-
butor of the Graffuturism movement. 

www.keepdrafting.com

Roid MSK EX1034067
Born in 82, London Based artist Roid began painting the 
late 90’s spending the last ten years building a solid in-
ternational reputation for innovation and technical skill. 
His constant evolution of the conventions of New York 
Subway graffiti has never stayed still and neither has he. 
After his sellout debut solo show in summer 2012 he is 
now working as a fine artist and creative director from his 
south London studio, continuing to influence and chan-
ge the way people think about graffiti. 

www.mtn-world.com/roids
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